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Table S1. Estimated %-differences in daily natural and cause-specific mortality per IQR of air pollutant concentration for particle metrics (PNC$_{\leq 100}$, PNC$_{100-750}$, PSC, and PM$_{10}$) at single day lags (0-7) and aggregated lags (0-1, 2-3, 4-7) in the Ruhr area between March 2009 and December 2014, using Poisson regression models, adjusted for time trend, temperature, humidity, day of week, holidays, period of seasonal population decrease and influenza. (Corresponding results are visualized in Figure 2.)

Table S2. Estimated %-differences in daily natural and cause-specific mortality per IQR increase in size-specific particle number concentrations (PNC$_{13.3-30}$, PNC$_{30-50}$, PNC$_{50-100}$, PNC$_{100-250}$, PNC$_{100-250}$, PNC$_{250-500}$, PNC$_{500-750}$) at aggregated (lags 0-1, 2-3, and 4-7) in the Ruhr area between March 2009 and December 2014, using Poisson regression models, adjusted for time trend, temperature, humidity, day of week, holidays, period of seasonal population decrease and influenza. (Corresponding results are visualized in Figure 3.)

Figure S1. Effect Estimates for %-differences (95%-CI) in Natural-and Cardiovascular-specific mortality in the Ruhr area between March 2009 and December 2014 per IQR increase in ultrafine particles (PNC$_{13.3-30}$), estimated in Poisson regression models, adjusted for time trend, temperature, humidity, day of week, holidays, period of seasonal population decrease and influenza with additional adjustment for PM$_{10}$, NO$_2$, O$_3$, PNC$_{>100}$, and PSC.

Table S3. Estimated %-differences in daily natural and cause-specific mortality per IQR increase in particle number concentrations (PNC$_{<100}$ and PNC$_{100-750}$) at aggregated (lags 0-1, 2-3, and 4-7) in the Ruhr area between March 2009 and December 2014 considering effect modification presented at group-specific exposure effect estimate [95%-CI] (p-value of the interaction term). (Corresponding results are visualized Figure 5.)